Super-resolution optical imaging is a rapidly emerging technology enabling many applications. Recently, correlation imaging has shown its capability in imaging beyond the diffraction limit, relying on quantum and statistical properties of light. High-order correlation imaging can further enhance resolution, however, at the expense of complicated algorithms. Here, we experimentally demonstrate a resolution-enhanced method of imaging through scattering media by exploiting high-order correlation of fluorescence light. Based on this method, individual fluorophores' temporal fluctuations are recorded and computed for their distinguished high-order correlations that enable super-resolution. Special designed time sequences are chosen to reduce computation time and memory. Such high-order correlation imaging exhibits reliable performance through scattering media with significant resolution enhancement and background noise reduction. This efficient imaging method paves the way for new biomedical applications.
INTRODUCTION
Super-resolution imaging is a classical problem to improve the spatial resolution of optical microscopy limited by Abbe's diffraction limit of light [1] , gaining several major breakthroughs in recent years. Among them, super-resolution fluorescence microscopy plays an important role in biomedical applications at the cellular or even subcellular levels [2] . Some techniques rely on patterned illumination, such as stimulated emission depletion microscopy [3] and structured illumination microscopy [4] , which employ the nonlinearity of fluorescent phosphors to achieve resolution enhancement. Meanwhile, other techniques like photo-activation localization microscopy [5] and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy [6] are based on stochastic blinking properties of fluorophores to obtain single-molecule localization with improved imaging resolution. Another scheme to beat the diffraction limit is exploring the quantum and statistical properties of light. For example, ghost imaging exploits nonlocal multi-photon interference based on the point-to-point second-order correlation between the object plane and the image plane to enable nonlocal imaging, first demonstrated with entangled photon pairs [7] , and later with chaotic thermal light source [8] . Such a nonlocal imaging scheme allows remotely observing quantum interference patterns with subwavelength distribution tighter than classically allowed [9] . Furthermore, high-order ghost imaging has been put forward with potential to further improve resolution and visibility [10] . In addition, second-order correlation has been applied to image through scattering media [11, 12] , greatly improving image quality and resolutions.
In the meantime, correlation imaging has advanced another major step by a method called super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) [13] , which relies on the statistical analysis of temporal fluorescence fluctuations. By computing the highorder correlations of each pixel's signal temporal trace, a higherresolution image can be obtained directly. Unique SOFI features include compatibility with all microscopic platforms, and robustness to produce three-dimensional background-free images. Later, SOFI with speckle patterns illumination (S-SOFI) comes up with the idea of inducing controllable illumination-induced optical fluctuations [14] to extend the selectivity of blinking fluorescence fluctuations required by SOFI [15] ; anti-bunching correlation can also be utilized for the imaging purpose based on statistical properties of quantum dots [16] . Another barrier to pursuing higher resolution is the huge computation time and memory space required when generating high-order images. Modified techniques, such as like cross-cumulants SOFI (XC-SOFI) [17] and Fourier-SOFI (f-SOFI) [18] , can reach high resolution with rather low orders by taking the spatial correlation into consideration.
In this paper, we theoretically and experimentally demonstrate a reliable, efficient method: resolution-enhanced, highorder fluorescence correlation imaging (HG). By extracting temporal fluctuations of fluorophores and exploiting their high-order correlations, this method is capable of analyzing the statistical properties of individual emitters and distinguishing all of them from noise. We also explore the time sequence of high-order correlation functions and put forward an effective strategy to simplify computation. By choosing special time sequences, the improved algorithm largely reduces computation time and memory, with highly enhanced resolution. Furthermore, we prove HG imaging applicable to imaging through scattering media. High-order images can be easily retrieved where emitters hidden in highly scattering media are better resolved with significant background reduction and resolution enhancement.
CONVENTIONAL CORRELATION IMAGING
Classical optical imaging cannot resolve objects beyond the optical diffraction limit. The point spread function (PSF) describes the response of an imaging system to a point object, and its width reveals the resolving ability. In microscopy, the PSF is fully determined by the specifications of a microscope and can be approximated by a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution:
Traditionally, the image of any object is regarded as a convolution of the true object and the PSF. To enhance the resolution, the width of the PSF must shrink. One approach to achieving this is utilizing the temporal properties of the fluctuant object [13] : instead of taking a single shot image, a movie of hundreds or even thousands of images needs to be recorded for computing temporal correlations.
Here, consider a stationary sample labeled with N fluorescing emitters r k , and each of them has a time-dependent brightness ε k · s k t. The image F r, t recorded at position r and time t can be given by the convolution P N k1 U r − r k · ε k · s k t. The fluctuations of the sample can be written as zero-mean fluctuations:
where h…i t denotes time averaging. Under the assumption that the blinking of all emitters is statistically independent from each other, the cross-correlation terms of different emitters (k 1 ≠ k 2 ) vanish, with only the auto-correlation term left [13] . The second-order correlation function is then given by G 2 r,τhδF r,t·δF r,t τi t X
In conventional correlation imaging, the value of G 2 r, τ for a certain time lag τ is used for generating correlation images, e.g., in ghost imaging. As shown in Eq. (2), G 2 r, τ appears as a sum of the squared PSF, which can be seen as the "new PSF" of the system. The width of this "new PSF" is reduced by a factor of ffiffi ffi 2 p along all three dimensions, directly increasing resolution by ffiffi ffi 2 p . For higher orders, G n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 can be obtained similarly by multiplying fluctuations for (n − 1) time lags:
The expansion of Eq. (3) contains both an auto-correlation term and a large number of cross-correlation terms, which improve the resolution to a different extent. Note that the physical meaning of G n is the correlation of n photons in one pixel: in the case of all n photons originating from the same emitter, i.e., k 1 k 2 k n , the cross-correlation terms totally vanish. As a result, G n shrinks to a simple form:
, where U n serves as a "new PSF," and its width is reduced by a factor of ffiffi ffi n p . In order to verify the concept of conventional correlation imaging, we experimentally generate correlation images of different orders of a blinking quantum dot (QD). Figure 1(a) shows the 2nd-, 4th-, 9th-, 16th-, and 25th-order correlation images of one single QD. The dotted line in Fig. 1(a) denotes the cross section through the PSF of the emitter. This intensity cross section is fitted with a Gaussian model for all calculated orders, as plotted in Fig. 1(b) . It is clear that as the correlation order goes up, the width of the PSF shrinks remarkably. Gaussian fit for the order of 25 yields a fourfold resolution enhancement, but less than the theoretical value of ffiffi ffi n p . This may be caused by the large distortion and asymmetry of the image shown in Fig. 1(a) , which makes Gaussian fit less appropriate to provide desirable outcome.
In a more general setting, photons might come from more than one emitter with different brightness and blinking behavior. According to Eq. (3), unequal brightness distorts the contrast of final images, which results in the masking of dim emitters that are in close proximity to brighter ones, especially in high-order images. Because the higher the order, the larger brightness differences among pixels will grow. To remove this unwanted effect, the amplified brightness needs to be corrected by linearization, using deconvolution [14] or other similar techniques [19] . On the other hand, correlation images also depend on the behavior of each emitter. A nonfluctuating emitter does not yield any correlation, while a blinking emitter yields a nonzero value and shows up in the resulting image. Actually, correlation imaging is not limited to fluorescence fluctuations. It can be applied to imaging any fluctuating objects.
In addition, it needs to point out that the nth-order correlation function cannot guarantee a ffiffi ffi n p -fold resolution enhancement, because the expansion of G n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 contains many cross terms which lead to lower-order contributions. For example, it is possible that half of the photons come from one emitter and the other half come from a different emitter. This case would yield cross terms that consist of the nth∕2-power of the PSF, concealing the nth-power PSF contribution. To ensure a ffiffi ffi n p -fold enhancement, SOFI transforms G n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 into nth-order cumulant function C n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 , which eliminates all cross terms [13] . But the recursive algorithm of C n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 is quite sophisticated and computation demanding [20] . In fact, although C n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 exhibits better performance, recent studies have proved that G n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 is also capable of breaking the optical diffraction limit [16, 21] . For a sparse sample where individual emitters are dispersedly separated out rather than clustered together, we may expect G n to exhibit similar performances as C n with less computation.
HG IMAGING
We have previously acquired conventional correlation images with a subdiffraction limit resolution for a single emitter. When imaging several emitters simultaneously, some nonnegligible deficiencies pop up, for example, the brightness of some emitters tends to be even darker than the background. In addition, the complex computation for the high-order correlations causes great trouble. Here we demonstrate a new, superior approachresolution-enhanced, HG imaging-to solve these issues.
In this section, all experiments are carried out using CdSe/ ZnS QDs as our samples, whose blinking behavior obeys a power-law fluorescence "on"/"off " distribution [22] . The images are taken on a homebuilt inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus objective: 100×, NA 0.95, air). A 532 nm CW laser is used as the light source. The fluctuant fluorescence of QDs is measured by an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) camera (Andor iXon3). Excitation (532 nm) and emission light (630 nm) are filtered using a dichroic mirror and two long-pass filters. Magnification is adjusted to around 90 nm per pixel.
A. Blinking Analysis: Distinguish Fluctuating Emitters from Background
First, we start with the blinking behavior of CdSe/ZnS QDs. Relevant studies have found that some QDs of this type can convert frequently between "on"/"off " states, while others may stay in one state for a relatively long time [22] . In our experiment, we observe and record several QDs. Figure 2 (a) plots the intensity trajectories of two individual QDs, which exhibit distinct fluctuations. According to the correlation imaging theory, the correlation brightness, i.e., the G n value of each pixel, is not only determined by the intensity, but more importantly, by the blinking behavior of emitters. So the brightness of different emitters in the correlation images can be quite different.
To study the effect of nonuniform blinking, we calculate the second-order correlation images with different time lag values: τ 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, and display the results in Fig. 2(b) . Independently in each subgraph, the second-order correlations of all pixels are linearly converted into the intensity image, by In each image, the minimum G 2 r, τ value is set to 0 (black) and the maximum G 2 r, τ value is set to 1 (full brightness). (c) Results of modified second-order correlation imaging with time lags 0-400. Scale bar: 500 nm. setting the minimum G 2 r, τ value to 0 (black) and the maximum G 2 r, τ value to 1 (full brightness). From the results, we discover some unusual phenomena: for a relatively long time lag in Fig. 2(b) , e.g., τ ≥ 200, some QDs become even darker than the background, making the images unclear and ambiguous. To investigate its cause, we extract the time traces of three typical pixels representing a dark QD1, a bright QD2, and the background in Fig. 2(a) . Recall that G 2 r, τ describes the temporal correlation between two fluctuations with a time lag τ, which can be written as the average of a product of two Fig. 2(b) . For a relatively long time lag, e.g., τ 200, 300, or 400, specific long-term blinking behavior tends to greatly influence imaging. According to Fig. 2(a) , QD1 exhibits significant blinking over a long period of time. It is clear that some certain portions of its time trace are below the long-term average intensity value hF r, ti t (the red dashed line), yielding negative δF , while other portions above the average value yield positive δF . As a result, for some large τ values, δF r, t and δF r, t τ tend to have opposite signs, leading to negative G 2 r, τ. However, QD2 fluctuates less markedly around the average intensity value over the total period, with a major part of the time trace slightly above the blue dashed line. That means both δF r, t and δF r, t τ are more likely to be positive even for larger τ, leading to positive G 2 r, τ. In the case of the uncorrelated noise, it displays random and very slight fluctuations right around its average, i.e., F r, t ≈ hF r, ti t during the whole period. So G 2 r, τ of the background noise can be a timeindependent and near-zero value. Therefore, QD1 appears to be a dark spot compared to the background, while QD2 exhibits as a bright one in Fig. 2(b) .
To address this problem, we revise the conventional G n formula by using the absolute values of all fluctuation terms. As a result, these terms are no longer canceled with each other and the final outcome is always positive. In such a way, information of the fluctuations can be retained completely. The modified second-order correlation imaging function HG 2 is written as
The results of HG 2 r, τ with time lags from 0 to 400 are shown in Fig. 2(c) . Using absolute values, desirable images are obtained with good quality even for longer time lags. More importantly, the correlation intensities of all emitters are higher than the background noise no matter how different their blinking rates are, which relaxes the requirement for fluorophores. This algorithm can also be generalized to higher orders as HG n r, τ 1 , …, τ n−1 hjδF r, t · δF r, t τ 1 δF r, t τ n−1 ji t . Given the complexity of computation, time lags are usually set as one. In this case, we have experimentally validated resolution-enhanced high-order imaging, where all blinking emitters can be distinguished from the background.
B. Time Sequence: Reduce the Dimensions of High-Order Correlations
Higher-order correlation is capable of achieving higher resolution, but intractable computation largely diminishes its utility. Although there is no fundamental difficulty in calculating the multi-dimensional function HG n r, τ 1 , …τ n−1 , the computation time and memory consumption grow quadratically as n 2 [13] . In order to overcome this limitation, we propose a fast, efficient way to simplify the algorithm by reducing the dimensions of high-order correlations. We notice that in the field of thermal light ghost imaging, correlation of chaotic thermal light is used to analyze the statistical correlation of intensity fluctuations: Shih et al. presented a unified theory of the nth-order correlation of thermal light and experimentally measured the third-order spatial correlation function [23] . Later, other researchers found that the "directionality" of spatial third-order correlation function can influence both the resolution and the contrast of ghost imaging [10, 24] . Inspired by these studies, we explore the corresponding "time sequence" of temporal high-order correlation functions.
To measure the third-order spatial correlation function, three point detectors need to be placed at different positions. The mathematical expression of normalized third-order correlation has been derived with a form depending on the distances between these detectors [23] . While the third-order temporal correlation function can be measured with one detector recording a movie, and the normalized function can be defined as a two-dimensional function of the time lags between different movie frames, i.e., τ 01 ≡ τ 1 − τ 0 and τ 02 ≡ τ 2 − τ 0 : HG 3 τ 01 , τ 02 hjδF r, t τ 0 · δF r, t τ 1 · δF r, t τ 2 ji t
hjδF r, t · δF r, t τ 01 · δF r, t τ 02 ji t :
The top view of the histogram of theoretical HG 3 τ 01 , τ 02 is displayed in Fig. 3(a) . To analyze its property, we compare the widths of HG 3 τ 01 , τ 02 with different time series.
In the case of τ 01 τ 02 , corresponding to the top-right to bottom-left diagonal in Fig. 3(a) , HG 3 is simplified as
where β is a numerical coefficient. While in another case of τ 01 τ 02 0, corresponding to the other diagonal from top-left to bottom-right, we have HG 3 τ 01 , −τ 01 1 sin c 2 2β · τ 01 2 sin c 2 β · τ 01 2 sin c2β · τ 01 sin c 2 β · τ 01 :
Results show that Eq. (7) has a narrower FWHM [only around 70% of the FWHM of Eq. (6)] and lower constant background [1 for Eq. (7) and 2 for Eq. (6)]. This feature reflects the "time sequence" of temporal third-order correlation function. As previously mentioned, the high-order correlation function appears as a sum of the high-order power of the PSF, which can be regarded as a "new PSF" of the imaging system; in other words, the width of HG n determines the imaging quality. Therefore, HG 3 τ 01 , − τ 01 definitely leads to higher resolution and lower
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background; meanwhile, it is reduced to a one-dimensional function which only relies on τ 01 . Experimentally, we measure the temporal third-order correlation function HG 3 τ 01 , τ 02 and plot it in Fig. 3(b) . The minimum units of τ 01 and τ 02 are both 100 ms, which are determined by the time interval between two adjacent frames. As a result, Fig. 3(b) tends to be not as elaborate as Fig. 3(a) . Even though it clearly shows the time sequence of HG 3 . For more-refined results, faster frame rates, i.e., shorter time intervals, are required.
In order to investigate the time sequence of higher order, we compute the theoretical normalized fourth-order correlation function HG 4 τ 01 , τ 02 , τ 03 and plot it in Fig. 3(c) . It can be quite perplexing to display this three-dimensional function. Instead, slices with two fixed τ 03 are plotted to show the property of HG 4 . Similarly, in the case of τ 01 τ 02 τ 03 , corresponding to a body diagonal in Fig. 3(c) , the FWHM of the fourth-order correlation function is the broadest. While in the case of τ 01 τ 02 τ 03 0, corresponding to a plain perpendicular to that body diagonal, the FWHM tends to be narrower. Note that under this condition, the relation among τ 01 , τ 02 , and τ 03 is not completely specified. Further analyses show that the greater these variables differ from each other, the narrower the width of HG 4 can be, meanwhile, with a smaller constant term. According to theoretical calculation, the FWHM can shrink to only 30% of the broadest case and the constant background reduces from 4 to 1. The experimentally measured HG 4 is plotted in Fig. 3(d) . Less detailed information as it contains, it exhibits consistent property of time sequence. To verify the university of the above law, we further calculate the ninth-order correlation along different time series. Based on our method, the eight-dimensional function HG 9 τ 01 , τ 02 , …, τ 08 can be simplified as a onedimensional function HG 9 τ. Experimental results show that the FWHM of HG 9 −4τ, − 3τ, − 2τ, − τ, τ, 2τ, 3τ, 4τ is only 37% of that of HG 9 τ, τ, τ, τ, τ, τ, τ, τ, so the former can definitely yield images with higher resolution. Here, although only a specific time series of the correlation function is taken into consideration, this series makes more contributions to resolution enhancement.
To demonstrate the enhancement of resolution, we explore the ability of our HG method to differentiate unresolved QDs that are separated by a distance shorter than the optical diffraction limit. To avoid the masking of dim emitters in highorder images caused by brightness distortion, we adopt simple linearization using the deconvolution method based on a LucyRichardson algorithm [14] . Figure 4 (a) displays the mean image and the 2nd-, 4th-, 9th-, 16th-, and 25th-order HG images of a pair of QDs. The relative intensities of them are determined by both their brightness and their specific blinking behavior. So the brighter one in the mean image appears to be a darker one in high-order correlation images. It can be seen that as the correlation order increases, the width of the PSF shrinks remarkably and the unresolved QDs are clearly separate from each other, as shown in HG 16 and HG 25 images, which demonstrates significant resolution enhancement. Note that in theory, the PSF of an imaging system can shrink below one pixel size as the order of correlation goes up; in such a manner, imaging resolution is limited by the pixel size in the 25th-order image. It is feasible to get a more accurate measurement of the effective PSF by using a camera with a denser pixel array or smaller pixel size. On the other hand, subpixel resolution can be obtained by taking the spatial correlation of different pixels into consideration [17] . Figure 4(b) gives the experimental results of three close-by QDs. As can be seen, the lower right two of them are better resolved in high-order images and the upper left one becomes sharper, which demonstrates that the HG method not only beats the diffraction limit, but also has the potential to image more complex structures like cells or tissues.
The major superiority of the HG method is speed. To verify its efficiency, we compare our HG algorithm HG n with the conventional SOFI algorithm C n . Both methods are performed on the same data, i.e., the data used for Fig. 4(b) . All the algorithm programs are written by us using MATLAB and run on an ordinary personal computer (Intel Core i5-3210M CPU, 8GB RAM). To reduce background noise, we calculate correlation images for many time lags, from 1 to 9, and afterward sum all of them (see SI text of [13] ). The MATLAB codes for the HG algorithm can be found in Code 1, Ref. [25] . The exact computation times required for both methods are given in Table 1 , which demonstrates significant speed gain of the HG method under the same correlation orders. Take the order of 6 as an example, it takes about 40 min to calculate C 6 and reconstruct the sixth-order image. While for the HG algorithm, only 0.47 s is needed to generate the sixth-order image, which is definitely less computation demanding and time consuming.
On the other hand, the quality of the final image is the key point of an imaging technique. Admittedly, traditional SOFI performs slightly better than our method in terms of resolution. This is understandable because SOFI transforms correlation functions into cumulant functions, which mathematically cancel all low-order correlation terms to ensure high-resolution enhancement. While in the HG method, we reduce the width of correlation functions by calculating them along specific time series, which still contain low-order contributions to some extent. However, considering both the high efficiency and the ability to break the optical diffraction limit, our HG method can be an attractive alternative to existing techniques.
APPLICATION: IMAGING THROUGH SCATTERING MEDIA
Finally, we would like to apply our HG imaging method to imaging through scattering media, which is among the biggest challenges in optics and plays an important role in many biomedical and engineering fields [26] . The effect of scattering can be modeled as a random process of optical path, broadening the PSFs of emitters. When light suffers multiple scattering, a large number of scattering events, the degradation of image quality can be so severe that the object may be hidden from view [27] . Over the years, this degradation has been analyzed with different theories: some rely on a measurable amount of unscattered, "ballistic" photons [28] , others require initial access the scattering medium [29] , the presence of a known object [30] , or the projection of a large number of optical patterns [31] . However, the reconstruction of images remains a difficult theoretical and experimental problem [32] . Recently, the second-order correlation of light field has been applied to retrieve an image in scattering media [11] . Here, we demonstrate that HG imaging is a straightforward alternative with potential to retrieve images of scattered objects with highly enhanced resolution. . From left to right, each column shows the original image (an arbitrary raw movie frame), mean image (mean intensity of all movie frames), and the 4th-, 9th-, 16th-, and 25th-order of HG n τ images, respectively. Scale bar: 500 nm.
The schematic of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5(a) . We use the same fluorescence microscope and insert different plastic films between the microscope slide and objective as scattering media (single scattering regime). These films are ground by sandpaper with multiple sand sizes, resulting in various degrees of roughness for scattering. Figure 5(b) shows both the comparison of images among different scattering media and among different high orders obtained by using our HG imaging method.
From up to down, the first row shows images of two QDs without scattering media, while the following three rows display results of the same QDs with a rougher and rougher film inserted, corresponding to increasing scattering. As a consequence, the PSF of the system becomes broader and broader, so the quality of the original image degrades distinctly. In the highly scattering case, the signal-to-noise ratio of the raw image is rather low, where the two emitters' scattering patterns fuse into each other and become almost indistinguishable from the background noise. From left to right, the first column shows an arbitrary frame of the raw movie, which is what we directly observed through the EMCCD camera. The second column gives the mean intensity and the following columns are the 4th-, 9th-, 16th-, and 25th-order of HG n τ images. We can see that as the order of HG n τ goes up, the sizes of two scattered QDs shrink dramatically. As shown in the 16th-and 25th-order images, these QDs can be better resolved, eliminating uncorrelated background noise, even in the highly scattering case. In addition, all high-order images are generated rapidly, getting rid of tedious operation and complicated computation. We expect our method to provide a new insight into the field of optical imaging through scattering media.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have theoretically and experimentally demonstrated an improved imaging method-resolution-enhanced, high-order fluorescence correlation imaging. Compared to the conventional correlation imaging techniques, this method exhibits superior performance for its robustness over a broad range of imaging conditions, including emitters with nonuniform fluctuating behavior and rather low signal-to-noise ratio. By effectively recording and analyzing fluorophores' temporal statistical properties, all individual emitters have been successfully distinguished from background noise. Meanwhile, intractable computation for high-order correlations is reduced by choosing specific time sequences that contribute most to resolution enhancement, which enables efficient high-order imaging. Furthermore, HG imaging has been proved applicable for imaging through scattering media. We have shown that emitters hidden in highly scattering media can be better resolved with significant background reduction and resolution enhancement. Given its simplicity, we anticipate our method will become a complementary and feasible addition to the existing techniques.
APPENDIX A: HG IMAGING PERFORMED ON TUBULIN
To evaluate the imaging capability of our HG method, we also perform a high-order algorithm for a real biological experiment dataset of a tubulin network [33] . The resulting high-order HG images are displayed in Fig. 6 . It is clear that as the correlation order increases, the blurred microtubules become sharper, with more unresolved details showing up, which verifies resolution enhancement. On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 6(b) , the microtubules show discontinuous structures due to nonlinear contrast distortion in high-order reconstruction. The image fidelity can be improved by using the deconvolution method to linearize the contrast response. In addition, note that only 500-frame original pictures are provided in the dataset. If more data are available or the frame rate is higher, better image quality can be achieved based on the statistical analysis of fluctuating samples. Other state-of-the-art SOFI reconstruction algorithms, such as balanced super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging [19] and super-resolution radial fluctuations [34] , have also overcome the undesirable image distortion. Given the simplicity and high efficiency of the HG algorithm, we expect that HG imaging can be an alternative method for more applications in biology and other research fields. 
